Roethke's words prove time

To the Editor:

Re: J. Kenneth Lawless
Gary Great
Great Poetry

I would like to express my appreciation to Seth Warner McEvoy for his article, "All Who Dissent Aren't Right." His fascinating objective, informed and logical analysis of what some consider a complex situation did much to straighten my muddled mind. At last someone of perception and insight has set forth a rational concrete guideline for those idealists, intellectuals, activists, and just plain Americans who are not content with society as it is: "In fighting against society's evil, one must be on the side of the Seth Warner McEvoy like you among us how can...
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is not the aggressor! Those are not her soldiers who have crossed the border into neighboring countries to plant bombs and land mines over sixty times in the past two years alone. They are Syria's...

You say that, Zionist and Imperial powers are backing Israel. But there is how manage to behave this, since it powers can easily be balanced against the Communist powers backing the Arab countries. Israel has not had combat troops trained in a foreign land since the end of World War II, while today Syria's Al-Assafa are training in Communist China.

During the Sinai campaign of 1956, Israel was informed of the military intents of Britain and France, and thereupon mobilized her army in only four days, and overrun Sinai in four more, without aid from the two larger nations. In fact, it would have been more to Israel's advantage if there had been no other countries involved in the operation. To my way of thinking, the editors were being quite realistic and honest in what they wrote.

Ann Broomhead
Barrington, R.I.
Sophomore

Defend Red Cross

To the Editor:

Asst. Professor of Psychology Mark Rilling says we should support organizations like the Red Cross with Community Chest donations because war is destructive, the Red Cross "indirectly supports the war in Viet Nam," and Rilling evidently doesn't like the war. (Tuesday's State News.)

Well now, Rilling, the purpose of the Red Cross is to help out people who are unfortunate enough to be involved in a disaster. That might be a tornado in Iowa, a flood in Louisiana (the Red Cross doesn't indirectly support floods or tornadoes) or a war in Viet Nam. I dare say there are
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